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The San Jose City Council unanimously
approved a multimillion -dollar plan to expand
the Regional Medical Center of San Jose.
allowing the hospital to enhance its medical
care.
The eastside hospital, located at 225 N.
Jackson Ave.. will receive a $145 million
makeover to expand its health care services to
help meet the needs of its growing number of
patients.
Stephen Haase. director of planning.
building, and code enlideement for the City
of San Jose. said the expansion would affect a
variety of health care very ices.
The health care services that will be
enhanced. Haase said. "include the emergency
department, the trauma center. intensive care
facilities. Women and infant services, and
medical offices."
"The zoning allows up to 1,0300X) square
feet of medical facility usage --- on a 34.4
gross -acre site." Haase said.
Thus. the Regional Medical Center can be
expanded to a little more than I million square
feet.
Since the medical center is privately owned
by the Hospital Corporation or America, the
hospital expansion will be funded hy pris ate
investors.
Because the land being used for the
expansion is owned by the t4nTn mil ion. no
public land w ill he milt/et’ tor the project.
The constniction is evpected to take between
live and It)y ears. hut "they are under iii’ obligation
to build at any specific date." Ilaase said.
The Regional Medis al Center has seen an
increase in the icuinhct ol patients ’011ie the
closure of San Jose Medical Center.
Many people in the community view
the expansion id the east side hospital as a
P i ’sins e step loss ard making up for crucial
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I
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The Regional Medical Center of San Jose is planning a $145 -million expansion project to take place within the next decade,
medical services lost with the v1,,
the
doss mins n hospital.
According to San Jose City Council
agenda for Ike. 7. 2004. Commissioner
James Zito "expressed displeasure with
the decision to close the hospital. ...
However, he indicated that he believed
the community vs ill he beim seryed hy
supporting evansnm of the Regional

Medical Center ’
it ilinan and San Jilse
City
San it
I. ’tiierso Professor Ken Yeager
State
said lie was happy to :inputs e the hospital
eP,IllsI"II Plan,
he east side needs an improved
hospital because there are very few medical
serske. oil The east side." Yeagei said.
-This is private company that wants li,

incest in the east side and pros ide more
services."
The San Jose City Council did not
approve the expansion solely based on the
Yeager
closure id the doss mown It
said.
the contir il. really -oil! the two

see HOSPITAL, page 6

More freshmen expect to work during college
By Marsea Nelson
Daily Staff Writer

A record number of freshmen are
anticipating having hi work ;it some point
during college. akkording tit a reeent study
done by the I ’(’I Vs Higher Lducattim
Research Institute.
’he 2004 study tound that three-quarters

trI_iriuiug students hchese there is ’at
least softie
the vs ill reed to work
to help pay tor college expenses. More
than 47 percent id freshmen thought there
5% as "a very good chance" that they would
have to work, a record high, according to
the study. The record low was 35.3 percent
in I’M
"Most of our students has e to work."
said [Ana Melkonian, assistant director of

the San lose Stale I [mei sir ( lice I dinci
e% en. the Careei Center has no statistic s
on the number% of SJSC students working.
Melkoman said
"Sick tiallusci. a freshman matorme iii
eleetne al engineering, works tour to toe
lofhin
&iv. sv eck it 110111%112T COMpan
store in the estheld Shoppingtow it %alley
km Ilion ialli11 said his parents go e him
enough money foi tint ion and food. hin he is

for pay in Ii in.
111sta:ince.
gas and ami!. other eXpelises
"My grades would delitutely he better if
said. -It’s
I dial have to work.- (
hard bee Anse sou come lions: from work,
!.ollfe tiled. \ ou vs alit to go vu hed Whereas.
instead of \sorking. 1 could he study lug.’’
ked in high
AlthollA
see FRESHMEN, page 6

Science fair held at S.U. Cal State Hayward
Engineers target
Hispanic youths
By Mayra Flores
Daily Staff Writer
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IBM senior scientist Or, Rick Wiens demonstrates to
students what happens when Iron powder and oxidizer
mix during chemical magic show Saturday In the
Engineering building.

leaders and receised T-sinits vs ith the es cut’s
name on the Mint and the spidisors oil the
hack.
Sponsors ink ltitled IBM, Intel. Applied
Materials. Cho riiirfexaco, Apple Computers
and 1.0,11/4heed Martin. as well as the College
of Lng Meer Me
S v.eel Sky Kan bread and mice %s ere handed
sit uts in while students !him Santa Clara
( ’minty signed in and received then gill hags
Spealkels .il the opening terellion% shared
inspiring stows :thou’ how they ended up at
San Jose State I 1116 ei.li . about mentors who
Ii ld them they could gum to college and ahisit
taking oppoitunities
’Tnemeeis ate pretty good at math, physics
and s helms(’ \ said Ping Hsu, ilS1x late dean
01 the ( lege
1 aigincering. who 5,1, one cut
speakcts
Ilsu asked the students !loss they telt about

see FAIR, page 3

renaming fuels
SJSU name debate
By Peter Clark
!kW!, Stuff Writer
Calitorma
State
I sniversity
flay c
Mils-tally changed its
name to CSC East Bay Jan. 2h.
Meting the dialogue of whether San
henefir
Jose State t Inv ersits
!font mvhange cut title
Ilay vs arch
State
Attet
Cal
Ninnia
Rees asked
President
lhinge the
um \ vu sit’, MM. lids
campus s 1.11111.’ in order to hotel
relies t the schools grossing regional
Board id
role and heritage. the (
Inislees Unattiniousl) soled in la%01
id the name change. according to the
universits ’s Web site
Some students and alumni woukl
like to see SJSI. follow a similar path
Go State and (’St Spartans
Iii State are two organwations
winking tow ard se-nipping the SJSI
moniker
-It %%mild he Ilhe to see (SIM’
interim President I I hm
pros Me the same kind id leadership
that Hay Nilitt’s president did." said
!Michael Harold, SJSt. alumnus and
I i smiling member of Cm State’ "She
I, .1

-Our ohs.% e is to sus esstully
override the 51’s1 insignia in favor
ot something II, the extent of CSC
at San Jose, or simply California
State.- said Mike Hentrich. a CM.’
Spartans lot State member and
sceinst sell III.ISIer id business
adrIntlistration student "California
State %You’d he the tiltiniale
As the oldest institution of
higher learning in C.ililornia. and
the founding campus ot the (*St’
s)stem. members of io stale and
Util Spanans fin Slate feel that
adopting the MUM (..alifOrnia State
would bring more prestige and
ter (ignition to tiltil Harold said
’After 1 graduated. I was sery
disappionted with the receptiiin of
SISt
III
5113,5 degree in the lob
marketplace.’ !tarok’ said "IS.ISC
is) a real hokey sounding name. It
doesn’t make sense, either, because
sail hose is mit a state California
State Unisersity San JIIse has much
more grasitas than 51St’ "
Ilaritld and Ilentrieh said they
seould like to see SJSU’s identity as
the (’SE’ system’s original campus
restored and play a role similar to

see CHANGE, me 3
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Privatized system bankrupts retirees
cent in 2000. yet without social security it would to save.
The same is true for children of color, who are four
have been 414.1 percent. Also, without Social Security.
the poverty rate for women, African Americans and times more likely to escape poverty through Social
Security than white children.
Hispanics would exceed 50 percent.
The ones the system was created for
So who would benefit from a Social Security overdependents.
survivors, retirees and disabled persons
haul?
We know it is not those for whom
will suffer irreparably if millions of
workers opt to redirect their payroll tax to
the system was created, hut rather
private accounts, thus draining funds from
stock brokers and investment firms that
the pay-as-you-go Social Security pot.
would reap billions in fees by managing
But be aware, the Bush administration
private accounts and profiteering of the
and its wealthy allies will use their infatransition.
Women and people of color would
mous policies of fear to scare the public
and the mainstream media to support a
lose most on a priv atized system.
The average woman fix es longer than
rushed change of Social Security, similar
to what they did with Iraq.
the average man. yet she earns less
ANNA MOLIN
which
There are many problems with the ad- about $30,000 per sear
makes it difficult for her to save enough
ministration’s plan.
For one, the Social Security "crisis" is exaggerated
money to buy an annuity that will last throughout her
and based on gloomy predictions of a sharp decline in
retirement.
Moreover, a woman still earns about 75 cents to fiscal and population growth.
In reality. the U.S. growth rate of the past 75 years
every man’s dollar, spends more time raising children
without compensation and struggles against the glass has been steady and is expected to continue, and if so.
ceiling all of which work to keep women in the there is no deficit.
Instead, there’s a current surplus. which might.
low-income, meager-savings trap.
By comparison, minority groups also tend to fall nonetheless, disappear as baby boomers from the
1960s retire in 2018.
on the low end of the pay scale and are thus less likely

He lied about weapons of mass destruction in Iraq,
misleading millions of Americans to support a war
without an exit or peace strategy. And now. President
George W. Bush wants you to trust him to reform
Social Security.
Embarking on an election-style campaign to privatize this 70-year-old system, the Bush administration
seeks to convince 20-something college students to
divert a portion of their Social Security payroll taxes
onto Wall Street.
A smoke screen for slashing benefits, the proposal
will likely reduce the retirement checks of today’s
average 20-year-olds to 15 percent of their annual
incomes.
This follows a recalculation of Social Security
benefits based on prices rather than wages a plan
that would cut benefits for low-income workers, yet
increase them for high -income people.
The Social Security system was set up to help dependents, survivors and disabled persons. and to allow retirees to escape poverty and age SS ith dignity.
Today. Social Security benefits constitute at least
50 percent of the total income for 64 percent of
Americans age 65 and older, and more than 90 percent of that group receives benefits.
According to the Social Security Administration.
the poverty rate for those 65 and older was 8.5 per-

WORLD OF THE NO

BRIAN PEREZ

And if a crisis hits around 2042, as some foresee.
retirees would receive 27 percent less than promised.
Yet, with a privatized system, they could risk losing more, as there is no guarantee for investments in
the stock market. Moreover, the suggested high rate of
return on investments would not offset lower benefits
for more than 75 years.
Not only would privatization have delayed positive
results (if any), but it would also increase the national
deficit of $4410-plus billion with at least $160 million
a year during the transition period. Not to speak of
the $3.7 trillion estimated gap in the Social Security
system, which would nearly double with the $1- to
$2 -trillion cost of reform.
Combined, this might lead to a weakened dollar
and cause an economic crisis prematurely.
So fir those of us who are about to enter into the
workforce. the question of whether to divert 4 percent
of payroll tax to private accounts is vital.
The Social Security issue is not about finances
alone, it is about values and the role of government.
and it calls for thoughtful review. Let the debates begin.

is the Spartan Daily managing edit,
"How Swede h Is" appears every Monday

Anna Malin

BRUTALLY HONEST

Spartan football team must act
quickly to ensure stable fan base

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided tree of charge to students. faculty and stall members. The deadline lor entries is noon three
%%iirking days before the desired publication date. Entry lOrnis are mailable in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Hemel Hall. swim 209 Entries ,an also be e -mailed spartandaily casa.sisu.cdu titled "Sparta Guide " Space
restrictions may require editing ol submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are receied.

TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place lii IM 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:1(1 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry. For more titbit-minion,
call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Women’s Resource Center and V. Day SJSU 2005
A Valentine’s Day fund-raiser for safer sex will
take place I rom II a. m. to I p.m. in the Pacifica
mom of the Student Union. For more information.
call 924-6500.
Mediation Center
The application deadline

1111 Methilli011

Certification Training is 5 p.m. Applications can be
turned in to room 218 of the Administration building. For more information, call Dina Medina at
924-5905.
AIESEC
An informatit in session NA ill take place from
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the PaCIllea room of the Student
Union. For more information, call Tammy at
802-8682.
African Awareness Month Planning Committee
"Saralina" will be shown at 7 p.m. in the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center.
Pride id the Pacific Islands
A Polynesian dance p ic Icc will take place from
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in roitu 75 ol Spartan Complex.
hit- more informatit in. call Oninne) Tanta at
924-2221.

Without playing one down on the field this year. will do what he can in his time to salx age the 6 withal!
the Spartan football team is getting more press than program.
Michael Jackson these days.
The team must take adYantage if Kassing’s sup
Who would have thought it would he in a positive port. The time is Mils 10 steer the team timard greatness.
light?
San Jose State University football isn’t often teleWith a promising list of recruits. Bowen and
vised. but if ABC wanted to, it could hav e the team on Tomey are ott to a great start.
"Extreme Makeover."
The Nike deal is a great thing for the school
December 2004 is when the renovation began. Hopefully. the school will burn the junior x arsoy
Athletic director Chuck Bell retired.
jersey s they’ve been wearing the pa.1
Head football coach Fitz Hill "resigned"
couple of years.
(with a record of 14-33 in four losing
Hopefully. by the time August rolls
seasons, you figure it out).
an mud, the squad \N, ill be a dominating
The team has been dealt a fresh deck
force.
-411 cf.%
of cards, with a new athletic director and
Will students he there.’
head football coach.
It all depends on %% hat regulations
," ‘NV
The new director. Tom Bowen. has a
are imposed. Th, tamily pack deal that
stamped approval from Bill Walsh. This
included four tickets. tour hot dogs and
is a very good thing.
drinks as a great idea. Thi. affordable
Bowen was quick to pull the trigger
opt ion i4tr Hay Area families %% ill help
KEN LOTICH
and grab Dick Tomey to fill the head
draw more of the community
coach position.
Two seam ins agii. there %S A.. i rule un
With pressure from critics and doubts from fans. posed that stopped tat paler’. from drinking once Lie Ic
Tomey faces more adversity than Hill did in his ten- off started. This SS as due to some had apples that got
ure.
in a light w oft some opposing tans in the stands. ’this
Will Tomey he able to turn the team around? Many was in the past.
hypotheses point toward "yes."
There have been many complaints from tailgateis
However, the only problem is. Tomey has very about has ing ti stop drinking once kit Off it% cli
little time to work with.
Many of these tailgaters anise to go home instead
Spartan football does not have much time left to attending the game. This policy may have to be re
rebuild. The transformation needs to happen imme- evaluated.
diately.
liven the suggestion of changing the school name
Students are going to have to see a winning prod- is something to consider.
Hayward did it. and now it is known as Cal Stale
uct on the field if the athletic department wants to fill
Spartan Stadium.
East Bay. This is a horrible name that sounds like a
Thus far, there has been nothing but good things shopping mall.
said about Bowen and Tomey. Hopefully. Tomey can
Cal State San Jose doesn’t sound great, hut it it
ignite a fire under his team, without having to resort to draws more people to the football games, it’s SOW referencing words written by a Spartan Daily colum- thing we could live with.
So while the team is thinking of a slogan for the
nist. (Editor’s note: See "Hoist, State blowout: safest
bet in gambling history," by Mark Cornejo. Nor. 12. upcoming season, here’s a suggestion: Do whatever
2004.1
it takes.
In addition, it’s no secret that interim President
Don Kassing is pro-football. That’s the problem. He’s
meaning temporary. Whoever the next
the interim
Ken I.otieh is the Spartan Daily ettel’utive editor.
president is may have other plans for football.
"Brutally Honest- appears even Mirada\
Kassing, like former interim President Joe Crowley,
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Mexico’s largest leftist party wins
key election in Pacific coast state
ACAPULCO, Mexico (AP)
Mexico’s largest left-wing
party won an important victory
Sunday in the Pacific coast
state of Guerrero, according to
initial results, in one of three
gubernatorial elections that could
preview next year’s national
presidential campaign.
Zeferino Torrehlanca of the
Democratic Revolution Party
had a 56 to 41 percent lead
over Hector Astudillo of the
Institutional
Revolutionary
Party, or PRE with 76 of the vote
counted. Final official results
were due Wednesday.
Voters
wearing
bathing
suits and plastic sandals filed

through open-air polling places
along Acapulco’s posh Costera
Boulevard Sunday and in the
hillside slums where many
tourism industry workers live.
Guerrilla -style attacks that
killed three police officers in
Acapulco on Saturday and a
police strike in Cancun added
to worries about security for the
gubernatorial elections, but no
violence was reported.
The country’s two main
television networks said their
separate exit polls also indicated
that Torreblanca had defeated
Astudillo.
The network polls also showed
Democratic Revolution holding
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Time to go

onto Baja California Sur, where
the resorts of Los Cabos are
located, while the PRI apparently
kept control of Quintana Roo,
where the resort town of Cancun
is the largest city.
The Democratic Revolution
Party, which finished third in the
last tap presidential races, was
counting on a strong showing
to prove it is a strong national
challenger.
The PRI. which currently holds
the governorship of Guerrero,
was hoping the three states would
pull it still further out of the crisis
caused by its loss of the 2000
presidential election. ending 71
years in rxm

FAIR - Groups hope to raise interest in tech fields
continued from page 1
their skills, and about two-thirds
said they weren’t comfortable
with their skills.
"See if you could tell me
what txxik I picked this quote
from." Hsu said. "I’m pretty
sure some of you have read
this book. ’It is your choices
that show what you truly are far
more than your abilities: A student from the audience
yelled out the answer. "Harry
Potter1."Very good.- Hsu said. "If
you aren’t quite comfortable
with your math or physics or
chemistry. that’s not you, that’s
your ability You can always
improv c your ability:. hut you
have to knoss is ho you are.
"(her the nest few years,
you’re going to has e to make
a lot of important choices,
but remember, the chi is e you
make, shows who you arc St,
make those choices based on
who you are, what interests you.
hut not your current :0,110
According to a si rinen
statement by the Society of
Mexican American Engineer,
and Scientists. "The purposes
of this one -day endeavor are
to peak interest in technical
fields of younger students and
reinforce the benehts of higher
education."
"The Science Extravaganza
is an annual. hands-on academic
enrichment program that we put
on for high school and tumor
high students, primarily from
the Santa Clara County." said
Mark Pere/. president of the
Society of Mexican Amen. an
Engineers and Scientists. "We
look at enrollment numbers and
we specifically target schools
that have a high Lanno or
Hispanic population percentage.
as well as a score of 50 percent
or below on the Academic
Performance Index, which is
the state school scoring.
"At the event itself, we
have professionals as well as
university students that do ...

hands-i m is orkshops so sic ity
to teach the kids some of the
basic things about science and
engineering,- Pere/ said.
The workshops available
chemical
medical,
include
and electronic experiments as
well as panels for high school
students interested in college.
"We also has,. presenters
from the l’S Nacy, Boston
Scientific. IBM Corporation. Perez said.
Other presenters included
professionals
from Agilent
Technologies.
Genentech,
NASA, Chevron and students
Davis. Maritime
from
Academy and

"Twenty to 30
percent of the
professionals
came from
(SJSU)."
Mark Perez,
MAES
"This year’s budget a as
the
a little over $19. 000
majority of that is taken care
of through kind donani ins as
well as sponsorships front
industries and from San Jose
State. Twenty to al percent of
the professionals came from
(S.ISt h Perez said.
The focus of this day was
exposure.
"Students can expect to get
out of today ’s event three key
things: They should come away
with an interest in engineering
and science, an opportunity for
them to interact with umsersity
learn about what it
students
takes to get to college and the
types of things they can expect
when they get to college
and
the last thing is interfacing with

Latino professionals." Perez said.
"There aren’t many influences in
the underrepresented groups." said
Michelle Urquhart. president of the
Society of Latino Engineers and
SCICIlltsts
"We really %s ant the Latino
community au know that these
opportunities are out there.- Urquhart
said. "We %s ant these kids to know
that there are other students like them
in college that are studying to be
engineers and s,ientists and that they
can do it. and its so important to us to
reach out to them.
"Our goal is to get those students who
are going to graduate from high school
and thinking about not going hi college.
We want them to gii
lIege.
I here’s not a lot ot it:presentation
in tin’ St:lent:L. and engineering fields
maybe 4 percent of [Amos make the
engineering population in the nation.
We \Yam those numbers to come up.
va,e ,s ant to have !non: representation.iquhart said.
Perez said the organization had
signed up inone than 500 students as
II last is ea.
-Last year. sic had about 200 kids
time and this year. it has doubled. I
don’t kniny it there YY ere 500 or h00
kids. but I do kniiw that %se asked them
to put MO seats in here and I looked
hack there and I didn’t see any room. 1 ’rquhart said.
"fhis is the first year that we had a
focused effort on high school students.
In additiim to Science Extras aganza
we also coach and mentor teams
in the -tech Challenge." Pere/ said.
"Hopefully, there is ill be the day
where we has.. that first Science
Extras aganta student is ho’s enrolled
here at San Jose State.-

Nvil Waters/Daily Staff
San Jose firefighters help residents evacuate the Jeanne d’ Arc Manor at 85 S. Fifth St. after the fire alarm
went off on the fourth floor Sunday.

CHANGE - Some oppose changing SJSU to Cal State
continued

from page 1

that which Berkeley plays in the
University of California system.
"Currently. the CSU system is
decapitated without as founding
campus.- I larold said.
Howes Cr. some are reticent to
invoke such a change to the SJSU
label.
"There is no reason to do
it." said Annette Nellen, SJSU
Academic Senate chair. "I’m sure
that itayuard had good reasons to

Commute choices to SJSU...
from all over the region

Operates throughout Santa
Clara County
Also serves the Fremont
BART station

Full Menu

Beads

$2 Beer

VTA Light Rail
xr ii:41

ill.

1

Two blocks from SJSU
Runs every 15 minutes
Free park and rides lots
available

Join a carpool or a SJSU
Vanpool Access carpool
lanes while reducing
commute costs

San Francisco - San Jose
Gilroy
Baby Bullet Express Service
to/from San Francisco in less
than an hour Free shuttle
offers connection between
Caltrain and SJSU

\ ’1..nal Bartendin:

Drink Specials

Telephone: (4081924 RIDE
Email ts@as.sisu.edu
Web: www.ts stsu edu

Carpool & Vanpool

Caltrain

Bicycle Parking

Highway 17 Express

D.J.

SJSU

Location. Student Union, Main level
(room 2351
Mon -Fri 9:00 am 430 pm

y650-968-9933

Fat Tuesday
Celebration

PF

"It doesn’t really matter to me.
as long as the school stays the
same." she said.
Kim Haggett. director of public
affairs at Cal State East Bay. said
that the Jan. 26 name change
would be gradually phased in over
two years, and estimated the cost at
approximately 5200.000.
"We’re going to use all stocks
of paper with the old name on
them." Hugget said. "We’re being
responsible. We’re ma dumping
paper with our name on it."

GipTRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS

With AS Eco Pass SJSU students &
employees can enjoy unlimited odes on
all VTA buses & Light Rail

etartend!
Iit s: .1: s1 ii
tn
%seek training
Nationwide job placement
Financing available

do it, but here, I’d be surprised it
we did that. Why any:body yyould
want to call (MR: i California
State is a mystery. to me because
we’re one of 23 campuses. not the
only one in the state."
"1 like the sound of SJSU.- said
Ernest Hernandez, an undeclared
freshman. -I wouldn’t like to see
it go."
Still, many students share
the sentiment as undeclared
sophomore Jim Lu when it comes
to changing SJSU’s name.

Santa Cruz San Jose
Discount Monthly passes
available at the Transportation
Solutions Center

Park your bike free at any of
the five on campus
enclosure Guaranteed and
secure bike parking

Funded by
11,

MI k

AIM vi Si,,

Entertainment:
173 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113
www.britanniaarms.com

Win a Jagermeister
Machine!
"Ask for Details"

Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Live D.J.
Wed, Thur, Fri: Live Music
Saturday: Live D.J.
Sunday: Karaoke
10% off with Student ID

San Jost State
Parking Services
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Meer
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Two hockey victories
heighten tourney hopes

By Amber Sheldon
Daily Senior Staff Writer
The San Jose State University men’s
hockey club finished the 2004-05 regular season on a high note. outscoring the
University of Southern California by 17
points, to make the total score for two
games 22-5.
On Friday night. the Spartans handed
the Trojans a 15-4 decision, bolstered by
hat tricks from seniors Max Ramsey and
Lonny Lovins.
The following evening. SJSU dominated once again, putting seven pucks in
the USC net while surrendering just one
goal late in the third.
Goaltender Joe Best manned the
crease for the Spartans Saturday night.
Best said his final game of the regular
season was awesoine.
"It’s always fun stomping on those
guys." Best said. "We hate USC."
Spartan head coach Ron Glasow said
it was a very emotional night ftw the
entire team, but especially for seasoned
veterans Lonny Lovins and Jon Barney
as well as team captain Ray Kellam.
"They have so much heart and play
with so much emotion and they’ve been
here the longest, so it was really tough
on them," Glasow said. "But I told them
it’s not the end of their hockey career
just yet."
In a couple weeks, after the final ranking period, the Spartans will
know if their 22-4-2 campaign has
earned them a berth for the American
Collegiate Hockey Association national
tournament in Detroit.
The top four teams in the west region qualify for playoffs. SJSU is currently ranked No. 3. below Colorado
State University and the University of
Colorado.

I011inlltt!S
Spartan defender Logan Martinez breaks through a group of

University of Southern California players during Friday’s

’ill erre,/ In thy

I1/,I

game.
From left, center Jon Barney,
captain Ray Kellam, and forward
Lonny Lovins, show their
emotions after the final regular
season game of their college
careers
h,r1 /
writer Spuerrri to

ilsc Path’

Thalami

/ Special to the Daily

Matthew Oilvieri, a senior majoring in business management, cheers on the San Jose State
University hockey club team during its 15-4 victory OWN the USC on Friday at Logitech ice.

DIM
San Jose State University fans celebrate after a Spartan goal during Saturday’s

Pek I/

7-1 victory over USC.

Sreei(//
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Spartans unable
to muster win
By Aimee Threet
Daily Staff Writer

The San Jose State University
men’s basketball team was defeated by the University of Hawaii
Rainbow Warriors Saturday at the
Event Center.

RAINBOW WARRIORS 84.
SPARTANS 73
The Spartans made the first basket of the game and the Warriors
followed with a held goal in the
second minute of the first half. The
game lead changed three time, in
the next live minutes. and flaw aui
went On a 9-0 run that the Spartans
wouldn’t break until 11 minutes
were left to bring the score to 1812.
The Spartans slowly began to
chip away at the Warriors’ lead to
bring the SCOW to 21-17 with a free
Om SS Its guard Donta Watson the
Warriors were plagued by., turns for see1:11UMW’S MO the
Spaitan, vvent on a 1 4 run sv iii

MONDAY

several shots made by forward
Marquin Chandler.
"We made several mistakes
down the stretch and let people in."
Warrior forward Julian Sensley
said.
The Warriors began to pull
away and brought the score to 3/426 at the half.
The Spartans began the second
half with a 3 -pointer by guard Eric
Bloom and the lead was shortened
to 3K-29, but the Warriors stayed
ahead. Fifteen minutes into the
second half. the Spartans started
their second run of the game with
14 unanswered points to bring the
score to 54-51.
he Warriors’ lead held steady
hut began to pull away when
Sensley nailed a 3 -pointer with
eight minutes left in the second
half which lifted the score to 61-53.
the Warriors allowed the Spartans
to come within nine points of their
lead before they pulled away for
good. and sealed the final score
at K4-73. The Warriors made 5g
percent of their 3 -pointers in the
second hall. Warriors guard Matt
Gibson made Ilse of eight 3 -pointers. all in the second half.

Patriots win
Super Bowl
Jacksonville. Fla. (API
Dynasty’? Definitely. The New
England Patriots don’t have to
proclaim greatness. The NFL record book does it for them.

PATRIOTS 24,
EAGLES 21

Sharninder Dulai / hotly Staff
Marquin Chandler posted 32
points, one away Irom his career
high.
"Indi ’dually, it feels pretty
good I
walls ,cicbrate 3(1

8

7
Tennis: ‘s \I. t tren.,I iii a tn.
and 7 p in daib imill 1.elt I 3 .0
III’ Pavilion

(plus) points because we lost,"
said Chandler.
Spartan
head coach
Phil
Johnson felt the team played hard
during the stretch against the

, THURSDAY

9

Warriors,
-Our gu!, s gas e a lot of Mort
to get hack in the game. they have
a lot of %%capons with Sensley and
with Gibson.- Johnson said.

FRIDAY

10

11

Softball: th.ohleheadei ,, ’,intik tlomen’s water polo: vs. the
I ’nisei-say of Hass at’i.
Clara lner.ity. I p.m al
4 p.m. at the Aquatics Center
Marsalli Park

12

Baseball: vs. GC Santa
Barbara. 2 p.m. at Municipal
stadium

SPARTAN CALENDAR

Women’s basketball team extends
streak, football team hires coaches
Seumalo vs as a defensive lineman under I omey at the liniversity
oil lawal’i from 19/45 to I 9rig. He
has also been a coach at Cal Poly
Satl I ills( /bispo, as he was the de lens’ ye I iiie COaCh for the last four
Sr on.
Softball

WPM’
him aril Amber Jackson scored
17 point, and posted I 0 rebound,
for her eighth double -di intik of the
%east in
I amisha Xiigusttne
1. runt!
scored 15 point, and had six te bounds
1 he Vs Si leadei in assist,.
guard I tic .1 It I last, ,n nhuidged
II assists
Football
Spartan football head coach
DIA homey- completed his coaching staff vs ith the addition of three
defensiv :isststant coac hes.
Dav e I pp and loin A
are co -defensive coordinators,
with Fipp also functioning as deli:1w sc hack coach and Williams
will also coach the linebackers.
Joe Seumalo has been tapped to be
the delensise line coach
In addition, Kens% is k 1 hompson
rounds out the detensise coaches.
of three ashompst tn vs
sistant coaches ietamed from last
season’s Spart.in stall
Opp is a former UM% ersity
of Antonia player under Thmey
from 1994-97. Ile spent the 2003
season as an assistant coach at the
ersity of Nes ada and was the
deknsis e coordmaioi at Cal Poly
0114111m 2002
Sall I
VOlhams has been the linebackers coach for Stanford I Jim cm!,
for the past three seasons, as well
as serving as the associate head
coach in 2004.

The Spartan softball team fell to
the Cal Berkeley Golden Bears b41
Saturday.
tourney 1 cw is posted the only
Spartan hit in the sixth inning in its
home opener.
Baseball
The baseball team won tuo uut
the three -game series against Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo this weekend. Hie Spartans won 13-6 on
Sunday. lost K-7 on Saturday and
won 15-2 on Friday.
Freshman Brandon Hennessey:
came in to relieve starter Wes
Porter after Porter had allowed five
runs in the first two innings.
Hennessey pitched for the next
five innings 11w the win.
Swimming
The Spartans lost two meets
on Saturday.. The swim team lost
95-45 to the University of Nevada
and 91-4K to Tulane University.

20% OFF
All Hair Services!
1st Time Clients Only!
(Valid until March 1st)
119 Paseo de Son Antonio
Son Jose CA 95112
Ietween 3rd I 41hSkeet
Across front SJSU
(408) 998443

13
Baseball: vs 1 ’t- Santa
Barbara. I p.m at Municipal
Stadium

Baseball: ss. CC Santa
Barbara. I p.m. at Municipal
Stadium
Women’s basketball: vs.
Louisiana .fech. 7 p.m at the
t.veni ( ’cuter

Basketball: Golden State
Warriors vs. Phoenix Suns,
6 p m. at Oakland Arena

(in the Spartan Daily)
Please Come by the Quad (Mon-Wed) at 1:30 - 4:15pm
or drop by DBH 209 (Mon-Wed) between 9:00-5:00pm
and drop off the flyer
Randy.

Gymnastics

$5

Be the "hopeless Romantic"...

The Spartan gy rimastic., team
1,,stt,,Sacidmento State 01%etsil
191 2 111 I Friday

I.?
5-t
,
..1 ...,
Roses are Red.

When she finds out
what you’re really like,
she’ll kick you to the curb
Happy Valentine’s Day’
am.

ti\li eitv...
...

IV

-

Love, Sally

Dear Sandy.

4
,

Violets are Blue.

4-1

Shov her you rare_

I’ll never forget the day
That I met YOU,

www.thespartandaily.com

To: Cindy Jones

Love. Ryan illii

I have noticed you in class
and I have a really big crush

$10
C

on you. I think that you are

kill),--4,
,

1-

the most beautiful woman
in the universe. I hope

14.
’ kV140
,AA9,(1‘As
737 es tor 25
5 78 ea for 50
4 99 ea lot 100
14061616-7700
/0 commercial
cunnyvalw (A 9411l,
WWW captitris (0111

V11(1 your ye( 01 someone
ve( III Nomohinp...
,

CENTURY
GRAPHICS

Includes:
Haircuts_, Hoircolor,
Vpdos, Slraightners,
Perms, Color Correction,
Waxing &Facials

Walk-Ins
Welcome!
cliirs

Ki
studio

that I will get the courage

$8

to ask you out.
From: Your Secret Admirer

To

From
Circle One
$5
$8
$10

Circle One
Cash
Check
mho, lo
Spartan Daily

f

Softball: doubleheadei \ .
University of the Pacith. noon
at SJISI. Field

Valentine’s Notes

placed lust
Freshman 11111,1 I
in the 50 freesty le :ond freshman
Melissa I (Tan placed first in the
5181 tree.i, le.

For more on
Spartan sports,
go to:

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

Gymnastics: vs. Air Force.
Women’s basketball: vs,
Southern Methodist University. 7 p.m. at Spartan Gym
7 p.m. at the Event Center

I he
omen’, ba.ketball team
ilelealed the I no. orob, of I 1.w. al’i
Rainboe, ,1alinie 56-54 Saturday
in
foss,
I Ins %s m. their filth
places the Spartans at second
place in the tA estern Athletic
ttiitcren,

The Patriots won their third
Super Bowl in four years Sunday.
24-21 over the Philadelphia
Eagles, and now they are challenging history.
It was their ninth straight postseason victory. equaling Vince
Lombardi’s Green Bay Packers.
It was coach Bill Belichick’s 10th
playoff v ictory in 11 games, one
better than the great Lombardi.
And it matched Dallas’ run of
three championships in four
years in the early 1990s.
-We’ve never really self-proclaimed ourselves anything."
said Tom Brady. who is 9-0 in the
playoffs. "If you guys say we’re
great. we’ll accept the compliment."
This one wasn’t overpowering, and at times it was downnght ugly. But not even Belichick
seemed to care about that.

Spartan guard Michael McFadden drives past a Rainbow Warrior at this Event Center during Bewail victory.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

PAGE 5

Additional Art (Included)
Circle One:
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MONDAY

Summary: A report was taken
for theft of a backpack.

TUESDAY

4:46 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Student Union
Summary: Chen, Alan DOB 0219-85 was cited and released for an
outstanding warrant.
2:22
p.m.
FOUND/LOST
PROPERTY/RESTRAIN ORDER
ETC.
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: An incident report
was taken regarding the report of
possible misconduct by a faculty
member.
12:51
p.m.
FOUND/LOST
PROPERTY/RESTRAIN ORDER
ETC.
Location:
Administration
Building
Summary:: A report was taken
regarding a found missing person.
The subject wa.s transported to
emergency psychiatric services.
12:27 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Bowman, Robert
Steven DOB 02-23-83 was cited
and released for an outstanding
misdemeanor warrant.
9:20 a.m. VIOLATE CSU
MAINTENANCE/ETC. RULES/
ETC.
Location: Duncan Hall
Summary: Whittington. Michael
Lindsey DOB
12-07-52 was
cited and released for violation of
California State University rules.
8:16 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: Cushing. Norman
DOB 11-17-49 was cited and
released for theft.

2:35 a.m. DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE
Location: First Street
Summary: Lamantia. John DOB
08-26-46 was arrested for driving
under the influence. The vehicle
was towed by Robello’s towing.

WEDNESDAY
5:13 p.m. ANY ANIMAL
CALL
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for an animal inside the King
Library.

p.m.
COMPUTER
2:25
ALTER/ETC
ILL/ACCESS
FOR
SYSTEM
COMPUTER
ILLEGAL
Location: Martin Luther King
Library
Summary: A report was taken
regarding a computer system
altered for illegal purposes.

school, he said he finds balancing
college classes with work more
challenging.
"Last semester, I’d get out of
work and would have 30 minutes
to get from work all the way to
school and into class.- Gallucci
said. "I’d always be late to my
class. But my teacher kind of
understood, and so she was cool
about it.Elysha Omoomy, a freshman
majoring in advertising and
photography, works during the
summer but is supported by her
parents during the school year.
"Right now, with the classes
I’m taking. I don’t have the
time to have a job." she said.
She does, however, anticipate
having to work by the time she
graduates and may also have to
take out loans.
Ron Wellman, lead manager
of P.F. Chang’s China Bistro in
downtown San Jose, said about
a third of his front -of-house
employees are college students.
"The hours are really flexible
around their schedule and
relatively short." Wellman said.
He said he believes students can
learn skills from working in a
restaurant, even if they are not
studying a related field.

3:42
p.m_
ACCIDENT
NO
INJURY
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for a non injury accident at the
King Library loading dock.

9:11 VANDALISM
Location: Spartan Complex
Summary:
A
report
was
taken for damage of basketball
equipment.
8:42 a.m. HIT AND RUN
Location: South Garage
Summary:
A
report
was
taken for a noninjury hit and run
automobile accident.

2:33 p.m. TRAFFIC SIGN NO
RIGHT TURN
Location: West Garage
Summary: A report was taken
for the misuse of a handicap
placard.

5:12 p.m. THEFT
Location: Industrial Studies

"You learn teamwork, which
can cross over to anything,"
Wellman said.
He also said employees can
learn the benefits of working
hard.
"The better they are at their
job, the more cash they’re going
to make." Wellman said.
The UCLA study showed
a gender gap in the freshmen
expectation of having to work.
More than 53 percent of women
thought they would have to work
compared to less than 40 percent
of men.
L. E. Montgomery, a junior
majoring in advertising, works 30
hours a week as a server at P.F.
(’hang’s.
Her parents help pay for
tuition, but Montgomery has
been working throughout her
college career to pay for her other
expenses.
Though her schedule is hectic.
Montgomery sees working as an
advantage.
"It’s real life." she said. "I’ll
know what its like to work once
I get out of school."

1:58 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Business Classrooms
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of a bicycle.

7:29 p.m.
VANDALISM
Location: South Garage
Summary: A report was taken
for vandalism to a vehicle.
THURSDAY
3:41 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: SJSU
Summary: A report was taken
for lost property.
3:08 p.m. THEFT
Location: Music Building

1:39 TRAFFIC SIGN NO
RIGHT TURN
Location: North Garage
Summary: A report was taken
for the misuse of a handicap
placard.
10:56 a.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Mahugh. Shawn
DOB 08-12-81 self-surrendered
on an outstanding warrant and was
given a new court date.
10:05 a.m. VIOLATE CSU
MA1NTENANCE/ETC.
RULES/OTHER
Location: Corporation Yard
Summary: Nickels. Michael
DOB 05-20-67 was cited and
released for violation of Education
Code 89031.
SUSPICIOUS
9:26
a.m.
PERSON/PACKAGE/OTHER
Location: Duncan Hall
Summary: A report was taken
for a suspicious person in Duncan
Hall.
8:28 p.m. ANY MEDICAL
Location: Library North Gate
Summary: A report was taken
for a medical aid at the library.
FRIDAY
9:25 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for theft at the library.
1:45 p.m. THEFT
Location: Student Union
Summary: A report was taken
for theft of a purse.
12:33 p.m. THEFT
Location: Library South Gate
Summary: A report was taken
for theft at the King Library.
9:48 a.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for a stolen bicycle.
9:24 a.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for theft of stolen candy.
11:44 p.m. POSSESSION OF
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Location: 10th and Santa Clara
streets
Shaisibehbahani.
Summary:
was
Alireza D013 06-27442
arrested for possession of a
controlled substance. Vehicle was
towed by Robello’s Towing.
SATURDAY
FOUND/LOST
5:18
p.m.
PROPERTY/RESTRAIN ORDER
ETC.
Location: Other
Summary: A report was taken
for found property.
2:22 p in. POSSESSION OF
MARIJUANA
Location.
Fifth
and
San
Salvador streets
Summary
Beltran,
Angel
E. DOB 4-28-76 was cited
and released for possession of
marijuana.

continued from page 1
issues," he said. "(The expansion
plan) was really a land issue."
In addition to providing more
medical care, the expansion of
the Regional Medical Center can
be economically viable for the
surrounding area.
According to the San Jose City
Council agenda, representatives
supporting the expansion plan
said, "The site is appropriate for
expansion and the investment
could be an economis stimulus,
including generating new jobs, for
the cast side."
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Olympic Weightlifting Program
For Beginners to Advanced

Buy one and
get up to 4

FREE! -

Fast Food
Combination Plates
nem tor S3

’44.1

Feb 21 Mar 23
6:00pm 7:15pm
Mon & Wed
Sport Club. S20

4-Siprinf MONTI& I

MEI

10:23 a.m. ACCIDENT NO
INJURY
Location: Park and Ride
Summary: A report was taken
for a noninjury accident at Park
and Ride.

2:413p.m. GRAND THEFT
Location: Business Classrooms
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of a bicycle.

FEBRUARY 7, 2005

HOSPITAL

continued from page 1

IP

Summary: A report was taken
for a stolen bicycle.

CRIME
BLOTTER
3.44_0230

7:12 p.m. FAIL TO OBEY’
PEACE OFFICER ORDER
NOT TO RETURN
Location: Martin Luther
King Library
Summary: Bowen. Robert
DOB 02-23-78 was arrested
and booked into county jail for
violating a no trespassing order
for SJSU and an outstanding
misdemeanor warrant.

FRESHMEN

NI

12:26 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Seventh and William
streets
Summary: Turner, Earannando
DOB 12-28-82 was arrested on an
outstanding warrant.

N

10:48 a.m. LOITER IN A
PUBLIC TOILET
Location: Martin Luther King
Library
Summary: A report was taken
regarding a subject loitering in a
public toilet stall.

MONDAY

Ui

Learn lifts that will help you
toward improved fitness, whether
you’re a first timer or a pro. male
or female. The Olympic -style
techniques will help you build
strength, power, and flexibility.
limited class size

For more details, contact
Bat at 408 924.6.169 or
ildaikurOunion agittedu
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The first major exhibition of
works by Bay Area artist Laurie
Long, titled "Girl Power!,"
opened Saturday at the San Jose
Museum of Art.
Art critics brand Long’s works
as "conceptual," but there’s re-

By Joe Shreve
Daily Staff Writer
C I

IC I

When it comes to Mardi Gras celebrations, San Jose
may not be able to compare to New Orleans or Rio de
Janeiro. But on Tuesday, revelers can still participate in
the festivities in the downtown area.
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S.J. prepares ’Girl Power! exhibits humor of being female
for Mardi Gras
By Sergey Loginov

ell

SPARTAN DAILY

ally nothing to be afraid of, even
if you are far from artsy circles.
Long’s things are loaded with a
quirky, distinctly female sense of
humor.
"Girl Power!" includes pieces
from several series. One of them,
"Artist Panty Vending Machine,"
is exactly what it sounds like it is
a vending machine that sells
Long’s panties. Worn panties.
Long said she was inspired by
Japanese schoolgirls doing exactly the same thing. Each item
is in a sealed plastic bag and has
a written account of the artist’s
experiences on the day she wore
the panties.
"Live Action Painting Bra," as
follows from the’ title, also has

Although the Mardi Gras celebration event on Post
Street is no longer held, other celebration options remain
open. As in years before, the San Jose nightlife embraces
the holiday with special events at clubs and bars.
Some San Jose State University students are looking
forward to participating in the festivities.
"I’m glad it’s happening, because there needs to be
more events like Mardi Gras off-campus," said Derek
Bahn, a sophomore majoring in art.
San Jose Police Department also provided a warm
welcome for partygoers.
According to Spartan Daily reports, during the last
few years, revelers turned riotous, smashing windows,
flipping cars and vandalizing businesses. This unruly
behavior caused the Post Street event to be canceled in
2(02.
"There are a lot of really drunken people out on the
streets. It makes it really hard to control a crown that
size," said
junior Elizabeth Klein.
Last year, sill) &ph wed more than 200 extra officers,
as well as horses and police helicopters, in the downtown area to respond to any unruly behavior.
While’ Mardi ( ,ras has become known for its hedonistic carryings-on of liquor, beads and sexual debauchery,
it is actually a religious holiday marking the beginning
of the .ea.on Lent.
Mardi (a-as, which translates to "Fat Tuesday," always
occurs 47 days before Easter Sunday and can take place
anywhere between Feb. 3 and March 9.
Traditionally, Mardi Gras marks the final day before the season of Lent begins. Mardi Gras signifies
one last day ot feasting and reveling and basking in all
forms of excess before giving them up for Lent on Ash
Wednesday.

something to do with underwear. In this case, the painting
will have people believing that
the female bosom is not necessarily only an object of art, but a
tool as well.
The paintings are created
using a specially constructed
mechanized
bra that squirts
paint out of the
nipples.
"This mode
creating
of
paintings examines
the
romantic idea
that associates
’action painting’ with male
and
genius
virility" Long
said.
Three other
preseries
sented at the
exhibition bear
a touch of the artist’s apparent
fascination with the detective
genre.
Black and white images of
"Dating Surveillance Project"
are reminiscent of old-time film
noir movie’s. Long used a pin-

hole video camera and microphone rigged into her coat to
record her actual dates. During
the exhibition, you can also view
the video footage.
"I found out that people, including myself, are much more
comfortable being surveiled
than when they
are on a date,"
said.
Long
"Dating is a spy
mission. You’re
trying to figure
out what the
other person is
about without
being too obvious."
Long includes
even more spy
stuff in her series "Becoming
Nancy Drew,"
which was the
thesis
artist’s
show
project
when she was graduating from
San Francisco State University in
1996. In this series, Long appears
as Nancy Drew in several scenes
based on engravings from the
books about the same character.
The character of girl sleuth

Each item is in a
sealed plastic bag
and has a written
account of the
artist’s experience
on the day she
wore the panties.

Top 10 ring -tones
5.
b.
7.
ft.

I. Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrell "Drop It Like It’s Hot"
2. Ludacris. "Get Back"
I. nara featunng Missy Elliott. -I, 2 Step4. lal* Jon & The East Side Boy, featuring (,her and Ludacris.
-I .4 nets And trends’’

9.

,

14

I’d

Usher and Alicia Keys, -My BooGreen Day. "Boulevard of Broken Dreams"
Young Buck. "Shorty Wanna Ride"
Koji Kondo, "Super Mario Brothers Theme"
Nelly featuring Tim MeGrav., "ON er and ()%er-

I

,
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BUY YOUR
TEXTBOOKS
AT HALF.COM
AND SAVE UP TO

40% OFF* THE LIST PRICE.

How great is this? Find great savings on new or used
textbooks you need this semester. Go to half.com and
enter the titles or ISBN numbers. That’s it!

f.com-

h

Save

an additional
on a purchase of $50 or more.

by

Redeem this coupon by entering this code:
SJSU2005

at

cow

half.com
I
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Nancy Drew, from the books by
Carolyn Keene, is probably better known to people of an older
generation.
This year, the forever-young
character turns 75.
"Now for younger women in
their 20s, there is a lot more literature with female role models,"
Long said. "The reason I started
this project is that I re-read one
of Nancy Drew books as an
adult and realized that some of
my memories actually happened
in the Nancy Drew books, not in
my life."
"The Secret History of
Goddess Site" series captures
various picturesque. places all
over Europe.. What now looks
like nothing but an innis en
tourist postcard in fact depii
former sites of female pag.
cults in Austria, Italy, Wok-.
France, Malta, Hungary and
Portugal.
"I did a lot of research, it was
really like. a detective I read
books in archaeology, history of
religion, women’s studies, philosophy," Long said.
"Girl Power!" will run at the
San Jose Museum ot Art through
Ione ;
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’Boogeyman’ worth the wait to DVD

DVDs: Top 10

Sales _

[Rentals
I. "Friday Night Lights,"
Universal Studios Home
Video

I. "Friday Night Lights
(Widescreenk" Universal
Studios Home Video

2. "The Forgotten."
Columbia TriStar Home

2. "The Forgotten,"
Columbia TriStar Home

I -Without a Paddle.Paramount Home

3. "Friday Night Lights
(Fullscreen)." Universal
Studios Home Video

4. "Cellular," New Line
Home Entertainment
5. "The Village."
Touchstone Home

4. "Cellular." New I.ine
Ilome Entertainment

h.

5. "C’atwoman
Widesereen 1." Warner
!tome Video

7. "Troy," Warner Home
Video

6. "Cam oman
illillscieeni." Warne
Home Video

Video

"Catwoman," Warner
Home Video

X. "Collateral.Ih-camWorks Home

%

-Napoleon 13ynaniiie.

I

\

RIC()

Entertainment
9. "Napoleon Dynamite."
EoxVidco
Photos courtesy of Columbia Picture’s

10. "Papany/i." I.oxVideo

The movie does an expert job at
portraying Jensen’s fears that
stem from his childhood
tragedy.

x Aladdin II and III
Collection." Walt Disne!,
Flume
’1 -the Village
iWidescrecni.- Time it..t4
111,115’ Vitivo
lie’ Vliiilre
ELM,.
/...

IXIX 1)1111.

By Ashley Johnson
Daily Staff Writer
"Boogeyman" starts out with
a bang and ends with a fart.
There’s nothing like starting
out the semester with a good,

Ili VIEW
sc
movie. The
only problem is. "Boogeyman"
isn’t that movie.
There are about five parts
in the movie that will make
anyone tremble with tear but
that doesn’t make up for the
10 bucks you just spent on the
film.
Harry Watson, who played
the role of Matt Camden on "7th
!leaven," plays Tim Jensen.
Nilsen is a screwed -up freak
trying to live a normal life. Ile
lives in Chicago and has a good
job and a beautiful, rich girlfriend, Jessica (Tory Mussett).
Things in his life seem good
except for the fact that he’s hiding a dark secret from his childhood.
When he was a child, he
watched as his father was
sucked into his bedroom closet
and thrashed against the doorjambs while screaming in pain
and terror.
This would screw anyone
up, but the fact that it happened when Jensen was a child
screws him up even more.
The movie does an expert
job at portraying Jensen’s fears
that stem from his childhood
tragedy. lie can’t sleep unless
the lights are on and he can’t
go into closets. lie is tortured
by nightmares of that night as
a child, when his father put
him to bed and ended up in the
closet.
He spends Thanksgiving
with Jessica but ends up in
his hometown after he learns
his mother, played by Lucy
f .4 wless, has died.
returns home hut before
attending the funeral he goes
to the psychiatric hospital he
stayed at while he was a child.
His counselor tells him to
slay one night in his home so
he ran get over this childhood
fear.
fun-filled

,In;

lie doesn’t want to go near
the house tor obvious reasons.
The house he pulls up to nearly
rivals the house in "Psycho."
It’s old and dilapidated with
peeling paint. The windows are
dark and dirty, and the path
leading up to the house is so
overgrown with weeds and
brush, it almost looks like a
jungle.
Jensen spends the rest of
the movie is running from the
Boogeyman avoiding closets
and running from his fears.
De does this all with the
help of his childhood sweetheart, Kate, played by Emily
Deschanel,
who appeared
in "Spider-Man 2" and "The
Alamo."
The movie is predictable and
it’s funny to see Jensen hiding
from closets, sleeping with the
lights on and desperately attempting to cry at times.
The movie is toll if cnticipation but di itisn’t quite deliver.
There’s a lot ot foreshadowing,
but that’s about it.
’the’ sound cite( ts in the movie are a wesorne and whatever is

lacking in the plot is made up
for by the sound.
There’s the dripping of water from the faucet that drowns
out any other sound and then
there’s the sound of the key as
Tim inserts it into the lock of
the front door. All these sounds
foreshadow what’s about to
come.
The scariest part of this movie is the beginning. After that, it
falls flat.
There are a few parts that’ll
make you jump or scream, but
they’re few and far between.
This is a movie that should
make one run away from the
movie theater or at least for a
different movie.
At best, it’s a decent scary
movie. It’s not as good as "The
Exorcist" or "The Shining."
Director Stephen T. Kay
could have put a lot more effort
and creativity into this movie,
but he didn’t and failed miserably.
It’s best to wait for this one
to come out on DVD, but check
your closet first and make sure
the lights are on.

cliii I’.

PRICELESS
EXPERIENCE
2005
You could win the internship of your drems in movies, music or sports
Go to mstercaird.com to *niter.

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

Chinese Cuisine
Foon TO GO
,./ori,11
limo
I Mil% ’lot,’ So

1,110,01,

1
PI

s ,,,,,

Ben I unlit
c ainner

to Go

.

Wr. accept. VISA MC AMEX DIE

mniGis
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 I. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Para
Between lid and 4th Street

Welcome Back!
114

Chicken Rice Bowl $5.00
With Soda or Water
Expires 3/6A15
Daily Specials $5.75

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9,200’,
7 30 PM
’. AMC SARATOGA 14
KSJS STUDIO KM 110 HUGH GILLIS HALL

0 CHASE
ARRIVE EARLY

ive
Pins

Open 7 Days

NO RECORDING

.4.0,
.41
EMU

TENGU SUSHI

ARRIVE’ EARLY! SEATING IS FIRST COME’. FIRST SERVE1

FEHR( .\RY 7. 1005
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Thai
martial
artist
vists Bay
Area
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Music: Top Five
Singles

Albums

By Peter Clark
Daily Stuff Writer

I. Kenny Chesney. "Be A.
You Are: Songs From An
Old Blue Chair"

I. Mario. "Let Me Love
You"

2 The Game. The
lhicumentary"

Elliott "I,

2. Ciara featuring MI,
2 Step-

.1. Destiny’s Child.
.s
LeAnn Rime.., -This
Woman"

Thai martial artist and
actor limy laa was in San
Francisci vi Wednesday promoting the I
release 01 his

4. Green Day. "Boulevard
id Broken Dreams"

( ;reen Day. "American

I II’ Jon Si. The East Side
teatunng Usher and
Ludacris. "Lovers And
1-riends"

S Emmen ’Entire

REVIEW
lilt ,L
-011g-li,lk. I he I hal
I ior," by giving inter-

. and demonstrating his
unique blend Ot martial arts
in the Renaissance Stan turd
Court I foie].

Photo courtesy of Magnolia Pictures

As lad sail tin a plush velvet t, nIL h speaking to an
interpreter, his calm movements, subtle
gestures and casual attire n. tiled malung
of his martial arts es pert
that
until he unleashed vicious strike to the or
follov,ed It% a WOOD. Bruce Lee inspired
"WAHAA."
laa desc rubes his fighting style as a
combination ot Brute I oe’s higith applicable street stile, let la’s thodity and la, kit
is,

ban’s agility and ability to inc/ ’Ti ’rah.
oiler ts into hattics.
[sing these three elements. combined
with the \limy !hal kickboxing that is native to his home ,iiiintry. la has reated

unique blend ot lighting that is both effective and elegant. as he demonstrated in the
hotel’s bal I room.
Changing out ot his street clothes and
into a pair of loose-fitting maroon shorts,
laa greeted the press with high-flying kicks
and punches, Which he punctuated with
high-pitched screams and shouts.

Like an Olympic gymnast, Jaa utilired as
milt h floor spot as possible as he Hipped,
tumbled, hippcd and bobbed and twisted
his bod \ into positions that made numerous iii ’it rh’ersii I the audience grimace.
Atter his soh, performance. Five stuntmen, clad in white shirts and scared ex -

pressions, simultaneously sprung onto
the floor and proceeded to attack Jaa, each
meeting a similar and unfortunate fate at
the hands, feet, knees and elbows of Jaa’s
cat-like nimbleness and incredible athleticism.
In "Ong-Bak: The Thai Warrior" Jaa
plays a virtuous young man training to be
a monk who is tioced to travel to Bangkok
to recapture a religious ornament stolen by
gangstes from his snial I village. In Bangkok,
Jaa’s character is faced with vices, temptations and transgressions. while all -along
hunting and taking down the criminals.
"Ong-Bak: Thai Warrior," opens Friday.

Source: Billboiii

Movies: Top Five
Top grossing movies on the box office charts for
the weekend of Feb. 6.
1. "Boogeyman" $19,500,000
2. "The Wedding Date" $10,994,000
3. "Are We There Yet?" $10,400,000
4. "Hide and Seek" $8,900,000
5. "Million Dollar Baby" $8,770,000

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:
FAX:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAIL
makes no claim fro product.. ir
SentiCeS advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the

EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE ASSISTANT Baiioonatics
;
is looking tor .; I ’ "
M.W.F & S 1:’
12 V) Sprk,Ii.,
, ,
ing pr ..,Pe I.
Jana 4 balluonal.s coat or call
(4081866-8206
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
CORPORATE OFFICE ,,eeks
f-,T
8 -Si Receptionist/
General Office Clerk
Responsibilhes include reception. clerical tasks 8 support
of all departments Must
have some experience in
Accounts Payable and work mg knowledge of Word and
Excell Bilingual -Spanish
preferred Fax resume to
14081 271-7911 or email to
hr510 pacificstates corn
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$14 50 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Majors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet r ernpany needs
enthusiastic. & energetic individuals In wont at nearby malls
privale events A country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good
money Call 408-867-7275
WAITRESSES I DANCERS
No exp nec Will train Must be
21 Great $ PT Flex firs Call
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Help
answer phones make copies
schedule A confirm appts, etc
Call 14081 279 808n

RECEPTIONIST/OPTOMETRY
ASSISTANT I I excekern
,,st Good
people ok H
;ill Pain No
career
,.’.

.11

P/T SALESPERSON: Cell
ri

Spanish
i5 55150,
Corn

r

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY

a great
,.ing environment with day
shifts for responsible
1,mergetic people Apply in
in 2 00 to 4 00pm Mon or
We are located in Sari
Pedro Square
r.....ning

LOS ALTOS GRILL
LOS AtIOS VILLAGE
233 3RD STREE1 LOS ALTOS CA
Now Accepting applications for
SERVERS.BARTENDERS.
FRONT DOOR
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd
Streef ,/ San Antonio
Monday-Friday 2 00pm.4 00pin
or by appt 650 948 3524
LEE’S SANDWICHES -NOW
HIRING. All positions available
260 E Santa Clara St Sixth
St Next to New Civic Center/
City Hall Call 687-1015 or Visit
www leesandwiches com
RECEPTIONIST. PIT phones,
Lt clerical work 10 trim from
SJSU, TA TH 12 30-5 30
F 900-2 00 Call Heather
14081 995-6425

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
positions some with flexible
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K-8th schedules, are also availsr h,ot seeks responsible indi- able ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
viduals tor extended daycare.
not req for Aide positions
P’ in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous expon- Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
ent e with children preferred
Cathy tor an ,nterView ta? 244Gall 244 1968 X16
1968)06 or lax reS to 248-7433
TEACHER: KidsPark hourly
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
childcare rir Flex hours, priround program, indoor pool
manly days 8 wknds ECE
Experience with children a
units req Fun recreation
must Teaching experience not
program Team environment
required AM/PM/WE shifts
Benefits avail Visit www
kidspark corn ICU by Oakridge available Email resume to
avac us
Mall) Call Leslie 213-0970 co
email leshe ,ekidSpitrk ions
RECREATION
JOBS AT THE
FAX 260-7366
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
FACIUTATE YOUTH PROGRAMS REC DEPT. Positions Open
ActivIttek Less., Li. urhiiiiqter ,pri Now For Leaders Afterschool
participants Work wan other comElem Sch Age Child Care
munity prgs Set-up & deliver pro
Recreation/Enrichment
granis an assigned locations 5-10 Programs P/T, M-F 2-6 15pm
hrsiwk $10 00/hr HS diploma Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour
or equiv &some experience
starting depending on exp No
Understand girt/gender issues ECE units req Call Kathy
First Aid/CPR Cerl i have
408-354-87005245
or can obtain) Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
S11.00/HOUR
company vehicles Bilingual is
Register FREE
a plus Avail immediately Send
for lobs near
cover letter 8 tee to HR. Girl
Campus or Home
Scouts of Santa Clara Co .
student -sitters com
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose.
WI’ NANNY II PARENT HELPER
r:A 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
Delightful energetic children
Email hrtiugolscoutsofscc org
ages 3 8 5 Hours somewhat
No phone calls. please AATOE
flexible Lt cooking Current
CAMP COUNSELORS needed
CDL. First Aid, CPR 8
for weekend residential campReferences Required WIROW
ing program for children 8
Glen location Call 297-7002
adults with disabilities It you
are interested in a challenging PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
rewarding experience call
iii BIRTHRIGHT 409 241 8444
Tamishaiw408-243-7861
or 900 550 4900 Free/Confidonbai

EMPLOYMENT

SHARED HOUSING

EDUCATION/RECREATION
CHILDCARE

ROOM FOR RENT: Mabury/
White $500 k 1/4 uttls Lg rm
Quiet neighborhood 347-1906

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

KM FOR RENT in beautiful 4
BDRM house $480/mo Small
Dep 5
from SJSU Share
BA with 1 person 254-2131

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
BLACK 96 FORD EXPLORER Experienced Efficient Exact
2 DR AM/FM/cassette $3000 Familiar with APA A Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
or best offer i9251 628-7767
Grace HO 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace,,aol corn

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CLUB/GREEK/ORG
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your groups
time PLUS our free (yes
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1000-52000 in
e;roys for yotiresrooupnCuasll
youra

ROOM I BOARD: Delta
Gamma sorority 8th 5 Reed
$510 Great Food/Fun
Environment (408) 286-0868

RENTAL HOUSING
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Ants at
Tully A Mclaughin
Rents start from $865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library Shopping
HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq loot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803
2 BDRM I BA APARTMENT
5 min walk to SJSU 7th
Reed Cable included Carport
Prking $900/mo 408 268-0439

when yOu schedule your
non -sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser ,a/ (888i
923-3238 or visit
&SSW campusfundraiser corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs
If you are currently attending
college or hold a BA degree
you can earn up to 5900/MO.
receive a free comprehensive
health screening 8 help infertile
couples For more information
onto apply online please visit
www cryobankdonors corn

SERVICES

Ki Agency rates call 408 9 24 32 7 7
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%end check or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards) to’
Scotian Daily Classifieds, San Joss !tete University
San Jose, California 951124141
Additional words may be set on
bola type at a per ad t barge of I idssalm
1. .14,1 ,n Dwight Itentel Hall, Km 209
fit per word
Deadline. 10 00 a m two weekdays before Publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds run r anrelled checks.
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L/Lost and found
Announcements
Campus Clubs
0Greek Messages
Events
0Volunteers
OFor Sale
DElectronics
DWanted
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Litental housing
0Shared housing
OReal Estate
3Servires
OHealtth Beauty
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Travel
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HAVE A SENIOR MOMENT
Volunteers needed to visit
lonely seniors living in longterm care facilities For training
schedule call 408) 325-5134

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MI

or Nahono

VOLUNTEERS

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
oncludes cosmetic, $69 00year
Save 30’ 60.. For mot,. call
1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental com or
www goldenwestdental corn

all

EDITING Term papers
Thesis St 00,page Contact
Bobdgiso,thotmail corn

LOOKING FOR PARKING???
Park at tse International House’
Located 1 block from campus4360 S 11th Sr 5190/
semester For more info call
Solmaa2 o408 924-6570
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nter
ance to win a free t p for you and a friend in our vacation
sweepstakes. you have priorities, an amazing vacation is one of them. whether
it’s at the beach, volunteering in the community, or on an adventure,
the choice is yours. for official rules, visit www.pwc.com/mypriorityvacation

111 ’IL

N11.6:110,
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1 No purchase necessary
2 Must be at least 18 years of age, a student attending
this school and legal U S resident
’I Must enter by 2/22/05 at 11 59PM EST
4 See Official Rules at vwuw pwc ccon/rnypriontyvacation
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